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Abstract  A high-resolution virtual reactor will enable scientists to simulate and analyze almost every aspect of 
the performance of existing or proposed nuclear reactor designs in unprecedented detail. However, high-quality 
visualizations of full-core nuclear reactor simulation data with high (pin-by-pin) spatial resolution require both 
time- and memory-consuming processing of large-scale combinatorial solid geometries with complicated 
constructions. This paper presents an efficient approach for performing this task using a novel 
solid-model-oriented rendering pipeline. The proposed method depends on the repeated structures within the 
reactor model, homogeneous material properties of the solid entity, and visibility of that entity in the current view, 
coupled to an efficient multiscale-driven rendering framework. Virtual reactor datasets are maintained as solid 
representations of the simulation models until the rendering stage. The proposed method can guide meshed 
geometry production and reduction directly according to statistics gathered during rendering. In combination with 
a level-of-detail representation of the solid geometry set, the reactor visualization can be accelerated because of 
the effective runtime reduction of large-scale cells. The results and performance of the method are demonstrated 
for the large-scale data visualization of the full-core pin-mode virtual reactor of the Chinese Daya Bay nuclear 
power station that comprises 757,839 solid units. The example is rendered successfully within a common user’s 
resource-limited computing environment, respecting the limited budget for the CPU and memory. 

Keywords  Virtual reactor, visualization, volume rendering, ray-casting 

 

The high global demand for energy necessitates the generation of nuclear power. Approximately 440 
commercial nuclear power reactors are currently in operation in 31 countries, and 272 new nuclear reactors, 
including 108 in China, are planned for construction before 2030 [1]. The first commercial nuclear power station 
began operation in the 1950s. Since then, a small number of nuclear accidents have meant that the safe and 
reliable operation of nuclear reactors has become the primary concern of the public in relation to generating 
nuclear power. A virtual nuclear reactor is technology that is vital for the design, improvement and subsequently 
the full control of existing and future reactors. 

The availability of relatively cheap, large-scale parallel computers, together with recent improvements in 
computational methods, has triggered the development of high-fidelity virtual reactors [2]. High fidelity can be 
achieved using three-dimensional (3D) pin-by-pin [3] simulations of a full reactor core with increasingly realistic 
physical detail. Unlike the more common assembly-by-assembly representation of reactor cores, the pin-by-pin 
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under grant No. 2014A0403019，the Science and Technology Funds of CAEP under grant No.2015B0403093, and the Defense 
Industrial Technology Development Program of China (No. C1520110002). 
2 Corresponding author: cao_yi@iapcm.ac.cn 
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approach implemented in the physics code allows detailed representation of reactor core structures. For example, 
in a highly refined (pin-by-pin) model, all the fuel rods of a pressurized water reactor can be modeled explicitly 
without any appreciable geometric simplification. 

Although high-accuracy pin-cell-level reactor physics simulations provide a robust scientific approach to 
core-physics analysis, the large-scale solid geometry units in reactor models pose considerable challenges    for   
current   visualization   tools.  Few visualization methods can deal directly with a solid geometry unless the 
solid data are converted to mesh data in advance (in a process referred to as pre-meshing). For high-quality 
rendering of the mesh data of a full-core reactor model, a large number of pin and assembly cells must be 
copied/moved onto a single processor and then be merged and processed as the whole collection. This approach 
requires large amounts of memory and time-consuming visualization rendering. Therefore, high-quality 
visualization of high-resolution virtual reactor mesh data sets can cause severe bottleneck problems for current 
visualization methods, which impedes reliable data analysis in resource-limited computing environments.  

This paper presents a framework for an efficient visualization of full-core virtual nuclear reactor datasets. In 
contrast to most current mesh-based visualization methods, the technique allows direct high-quality rendering of 
reactor-physics simulation data with limited computing resources, operating with straightforward solid geometries 
as input without global pre-meshing. The proposed visualization framework makes the following contributions to 
research. 

(1). The first application of an efficient and high-quality visualization of a high-resolution full-core virtual 
nuclear reactor in China. 

(2). A novel solid-model-oriented rendering pipeline with which to implement the runtime mesh 
reconstruction of the large-scale solids within a reactor model, using the deferred geometry processing with the 
characteristic of reduced memory consumption. 

(3). A multiscale-driven rendering framework that provides an effective mechanism for the reduction of the 
number of evaluated ray samples and the acceleration of ray traversal during the high-quality volume ray casting 
of the virtual reactor with fine-pin resolution. 

The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated for the case of a large-scale virtual reactor dataset of 
China’s Daya Bay nuclear power station, comprising 757,839 solid units that are converted into 2.3 billion 
tetrahedral mesh data during the visualization. For the first time, using the efficient visualization tools presented in 
this paper, China’s nuclear reactor physicists can intuitively look deep inside a full-core high-resolution virtual 
model of one of their reactors. 

1.1 Related Work 

Monte Carlo codes currently offer the most accurate descriptions of the power performance and radiation 
shielding of a nuclear reactor with arbitrary geometrical complexity [4]. Commonly used codes include 
MERCURY [5] developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and 
Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (MCNP) [6] developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). The 
virtual reactor datasets used in this paper were generated using the J Monte Carlo neutron and photon transport 
code (JMCT) [7] based on the J parallel combinatorial geometry applications infrastructure (JCOGIN) [8], both of 
which were developed at the Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics in China. JMCT uses a 
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universe-based combinatorial solid geometry (CSG) model, which is also referred to as a constructive solid 
geometry model [9].  

Few current visualization tools can deal directly with the CSG representational data of reactor models. The 
traditional approach is to convert the CSG data into mesh data for visualization using mesh-based tools such as 
VisIt [10]. However, the mesh representation can easily weaken the information of the relationships between the 
solid entities within the model, making it difficult to perform efficient data analysis and rendering at the solid 
geometry level. Therefore, complex and inaccurate operations such as spatial clipping must be performed to 
highlight the special geometry components within the global meshed data generated from MCNP code [11]. Okui 
[12] developed reactor visualization software allows general geometric visualizations of the reactor structure and 
neutronics characteristics for simple reactor models. Few visualization tools are available for large-scale 
high-resolution virtual reactor applications. Extensions to VisIt that permit native discretization and visualization 
of combinatorial geometry data [13] allow VisIt to handle large-scale complex models. However, because of the 
lack of information at the solid level, it is difficult to perform the hierarchy optimization strategy for global 
reactor rendering using only individual mesh representations.  

 Compared with high-quality 3D reactor simulations, two-dimensional (2D) radial or axial cross-sectional 
rendering [14, 15] is still more commonly used for core-physics analysis. It is not intuitive to visualize 3D constructs 
of a nuclear reactor with only 2D figures. To obtain better display results, a procedure for cross-sectional 
rendering of neutronics characteristics coupled with a 3D structure of a nuclear reactor has been proposed [12]. 
Furthermore, the rendering results were merged by mapping the 3D neutron flux onto geometric surfaces [16]. 
However, opaque geometry-based rendering is unable to show complex physical phenomena in high-resolution 
models. Translucent geometric rendering can generate images rich in terms of the spatial relationship of the 3D 
physical field. However, rendering transparent surfaces correctly with OpenGL functionality requires depth-sorted 
traversal, and it cannot be done in cases of intersecting or nested geometries, such as in the case of a reactor model. 
Depth peeling [17] is a robust solution for rendering semitransparent surfaces correctly by peeling multiple layers 
of fragments multiple times. However, because of its hardware-dependent implementation, depth peeling is 
unsuitable for a massive parallel computing environment without graphics processing units (GPUs).  

Volume rendering is especially effective in exhibiting complex 3D structures and features at varying scales [18]. 
Volume ray casting has prevailed as the most versatile approach for direct volume rendering because of its 
flexibility in producing high-quality results of scientific and engineering datasets. Complex virtual reactor datasets 
require a complex ray-casting algorithm for unstructured meshed data. One of the earliest CPU-based ray-casting 
techniques for unstructured meshes was proposed by Garrity [19], although it had difficulty in handing non-convex 
geometry. Bunyk [20] simplified the determination of the ray–cell intersection using a hierarchical spatial data 
structure. Ma [21] introduced a parallel volume ray casting algorithm for visualizing unstructured grid data. But a 
preprocessing step is required by the algorithm to derive cell-connectivity information for rendering. A scalable 
parallel volume rendering algorithm was further proposed by Ma [22], it use cell-projection method instead of 
ray-casting to prove flexibility in rendering while eliminating preprocessing. Weiler [23] proposed a 
hardware-based ray-casting method using 3D textures. While the hardware-based method allowed interactive 
visualization of the simulation data, we prefer the more general CPU-based volume ray casting method taking into 
account the general-purpose parallel computing environments of domain experts. The method proposed in this 
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paper can been well extended to a hardware-based method in the future. The key problem in volume ray casting 
methods for unstructured meshes is how to efficiently traverse unstructured meshes using cell adjacency 
information. In particular for large and complex application models, such as a virtual reactor, this problem 
becomes a serious bottleneck. 

The level-of-detail (LOD) rendering method is used to simplify the geometry and maintain the quality of 
display while improving the interactive rendering time. For Interactive and high-quality visualization of 
large-scale astrophysics simulation data, the static LOD technique is used during GPU volume ray-casting [24]. 
Dynamic view dependent LOD techniques for large-scale terrain rendering that permit continuous LOD rendering 
of the terrain geometry at run-time have been proposed [25]. A dynamic LOD technique provides more accurate 
results by constructing a continuous multiresolution representation at run time. However, most systems do not 
employ a dynamic solution because of the effect on runtime performance when dealing with large-scale data. The 
high repeatability of reactor models mentioned in this paper can be used to implement a dynamic LOD method 
that is more efficient than the traditional LOD construction strategy when processing the large-scale mesh data of 
a global reactor. 

As pin-by-pin and full-core analyses are of considerable importance for the design, operation, and monitoring 
of a reactor, both accurate simulation and visualization of large-scale global reactors are important. To this end, 
the purpose of the present work is to close the gap between simulation techniques that employ large-scale 
complex CSG models and visualization techniques that typically ignore these representations and model 
characteristics. 

2. Background 

2.1 Reactor Modeling and Simulation 

The development of nuclear energy has strongly depended on modeling and simulation of the physical 
phenomena involved. A nuclear power station is composed of a collection of interacting systems. Many of these 
systems are complex and involve a range of physical phenomena. One of the more complex systems is the reactor 
core, where the radiation transport plays an important role. Radiation transport simulation is an important 
component of a core simulator. For example, the power peaking factor provides information used by the 
thermal-hydraulic and fuel performance simulators. For the thermal-hydraulic simulator, the power density 
throughout the core is obtained from the radiation transport simulator; meanwhile, for the fuel performance 
simulator, the elemental concentrations and interaction rates are obtained from the radiation transport simulator.  

The completion of higher fidelity thermal-hydraulic and fuel performance simulations requires pin-resolved 
detail including power density and isotopic interactions, which is available from the ultra-fine reactor modeling at 
pin-by-pin resolution. In reactor applications where the problem geometry contains large regions with 
homogeneous material properties, the CSG solid representation is most useful in representing such geometry. The 
CSG uses surfaces to define a region and can be used in modeling arbitrarily complex geometry. The great 
advantage of using the CSG technique is that the complex neutron tracking during Monte Carlo radiation transport 
simulation can be done using an algorithm that is more general and simple. 

2.2 Characteristics of the Virtual Reactor Model 
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Virtual nuclear reactors are typical multiscale systems [26]. The physics associated with these systems operate 
in complex geometrical domains. The reactor core contains all of the nuclear fuel and generates all of the heat. 
Reactor cores can be described as a three-level hierarchy of lattices (see Fig. 1). The first and finest level 
corresponds to a fuel that consists of cladding tubes, called rods or pins. The smallest unit of the reactor is the fuel 
pin, and the reactor core can contain hundreds of thousands of individual fuel pins. At the second level, the fuel 
assembly is made up of bundles of fuel pins and instrumentation pins. The assemblies have structural material that 
keeps the pins close but not touching. At the third level, several hundred assemblies are arranged in a lattice to 
form the full reactor core. Observation shows that a multiscale reactor model reflects obvious nested geometric 
characteristics. 

Table 1 gives the multiscale solid geometric detail of the Daya Bay reactor model and the subsequent fine 
solid mesh. The fuel diameter is 1.0 cm and the outer cladding diameter is 1.2 cm, resulting in a 0.1-cm cladding 
thickness with no fuel–cladding gap modeled. Furthermore, the global reactor has a diameter of 470 cm and axial 
height of 420 cm. The model clearly exhibits large-span structural characteristics and the maximum span between 
the multiscale solid structures reaches four orders of magnitude. 

Model Value (cm) Tetrahedral Mesh      

Fuel Outer Diameter  1.0 3,988 

Fuel Cladding Outer Diameter  1.2 
7,643 

Fuel Cladding Thickness  0.1 

Model Value (cm) Total Tetra Mesh 

Total Axial Height of Fuel  360.0 

2.3×109 Total Reactor Diameter  470.0 

Total Axial Height of Reactor  420.0 

Another feature of the reactor model is that each solid geometric entity in the model has homogeneous 
physical properties. As mentioned in Section 1.1, the JMCT code mainly involves particle trajectory (path) 
simulations. This procedure determines the coordinates of the particle–nucleus interaction point with regard to the 
specific geometry. At one physical time, the physical properties of a solid entity are obtained from the statistics of 
the number of particles per second, travelling in all directions, that cross the solid. Therefore, each solid entity is 

 
(a) global reactor (b) reactor core (c) assembly level (d) pin-cell level 

Figure.1  Hierarchy of structures of a high-resolution virtual reactor 

Table 1. Summary of Daya Bay reactor model 
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composed of homogeneous physical values. Hence, the data representation of the visualization system should be 
able, as far as possible, to employ the properties of solid models. 

 In addition, there are a large number of repeated solid structures in the Daya Bay reactor model (as shown in 
Fig. 2), particularly in both assembly and core lattices. For instance, the repetition rate of the assembly consisting 
of the reactor core reaches 157. The solid structures inside an assembly have a particularly high degree of 
repetition. Observation shows that the repetition rate of a fuel rod in a single assembly is as high as 4224, meaning 
the repetition rate could reach 650,000 in the global reactor model. Therefore, an appropriate solid mesh 
reconstruction and rendering strategy must be defined by taking into account the repeated features of the reactor 
model within a solid-model-oriented rendering pipeline. 

3. Solid-Model-Oriented Rendering Pipeline 

A general rendering pipeline usually consists of a sequence of steps that are followed to create a 2D raster 
representation of a 3D scene, such as the loading of geometric primitives, geometry processing, rasterization 
process, and display. For solid model data, an additional pre-processing stage is also required to convert the data 
from a solid representation into a mesh representation. To facilitate the direct visualization of a high-resolution 
virtual reactor, while reducing the considerable memory overhead, a new rendering pipeline is introduced here. 

 Compared with the traditional pipeline, the new rendering pipeline implements deferred geometry processing. 
All meshing and geometry processing is delayed until runtime rendering in the rasterization stage, as shown in Fig. 
3. During the rasterization, the CSG solid entities are sent into the new pipeline with the round-robin scheduling, 
which performs the runtime mesh reconstruction and geometry processing. In particular, a solid-based data 
filtering procedure, such as visibility culling or runtime LOD procedure (described in Section 4), can be 
performed before meshing to reduce the amount of data considerably. Such a procedure is helpful to the 
implementation of the subsequent multiscale-driven rendering. 

The original geometry-processing stage in the traditional pipeline is also changed to perform only a series of 
recording actions for geometric operations; e.g., the detailed operation relates to model and view transformation 
and to data filtering (such as clipping). Then the postponed geometry processing is performed only on the basis of 
the previously generated recorded geometric operations. This work takes advantage of the characteristic of the 
high repeatability of the reactor models. Different from actual mesh-generation strategies, the proposed method 
uses a more efficient mesh-mapping transformation strategy to construct the mesh data of the large-scale 
geometry components at runtime, according to a small number of standard components and their mesh 
representations. This design provides stability, scalability, and the characteristic of lower memory consumption 
for the processing and rendering of large-scale reactor datasets. The use of memory can be controlled until the 

 
Figure. 2  Repeated structures inside a reactor core 
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rasterization stage. Compared with the traditional pipeline, the new pipeline does not consume large amounts of 
memory during the rasterization process. It will be shown that the proposed rendering pipeline allows efficient 
ray-casting implementation. Furthermore, our data representation still permits the creation of a LOD with 
guaranteed geometric error that accelerates the rendering of larger complex models. 

 

Figure. 3  Overview of the rendering pipeline 

4. Multiscale-Driven Rendering Framework 

One of the difficulties in dealing with virtual reactor datasets is the fundamental challenge of obtaining 
high-quality rendering of the physical phenomena defined in the multiscale structure and the large-scale ultra-fine 
model objects described by the simulation. Domain scientists do not expect the fine details of their data to be 
removed in the visualization results, or for their data to be unable to be processed because of limited visual 
analysis capabilities. To gain deeper insight into multiscale structures and to access physically meaningful 
structures, application-driven rendering strategies must be provided. This section presents our framework for 
describing multiscale-driven rendering that supports efficient and high-quality rendering of a virtual reactor. 

4.1 Surface-based Ray Casting of Homogeneous Solids 

As mentioned in Section 2, the virtual reactors introduced in this paper are typical multiscale systems. To 
display such complex models with sufficiently high quality, we opted to use the volume ray-casting method 
because of its flexibility in producing high-quality results. To prevent oversampling in tiny solid entities that 
contain high-resolution mesh data, and to further skip the vast homogeneous regions within the CSG solid 
components, a surface-based ray-casting rendering of the unstructured mesh is implemented in our framework 
without losing image quality. The surface representation can effectively reduce the number of mesh cells for the 
ray–cell intersection. During ray casting, all the ray sampling processes are constrained to the geometry surfaces 
of the solid to skip the large number of internal cells (i.e., green mesh cells in Fig. 4(a)) of solids. The yellow 
points in Fig. 4(a) correspond to the actual ray sampling positions. Figure 4(b) illustrates the surface-based 
volume ray casting result. 

To render the surfaces of solid, unlike the usual iso-surface method, we construct the actual surfaces from 
solid geometries with the aid of our new rendering pipeline. When the runtime mesh reconstruction is performed 
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during the rasterization phase, additional 3D surface extraction of the constructed tetrahedral meshes is introduced. 
To optimize this process further, only a limited number of the standard components of the reactor model undergo 
the tetrahedral mesh reconstructions and surface extractions. We can therefore take advantage of the characteristic 
of the high repeatability of the reactor model to directly map and construct the triangular cells of the whole reactor 
model efficiently according to the standard components. 

The CPU-based ray casting of unstructured meshes is performed in two separate stages over the surfaces of 
solid models: a sampling stage and ray integral stage. In a manner similar to that introduced in the previous work 
[19], we migrate the complicated calculations of the 3D ray–triangle intersections from the world space to the 
screen space (as shown in Fig. 5). In each frame, all solid entities in the models are projected from the world 
coordinate system into the screen coordinate system through a homogeneous transformation. Hence, the complex 
3D intersection problem is transformed into a relatively simple 2D intersection problem, where a given point (x, y) 
is within a projected triangle area on the screen. 

We further improved the ray-casting algorithm for unstructured meshes introduced in literature [19] by 
retaining and taking advantage of the projected z-value of each triangle. By linear mapping of the z-value onto the 
depth range of the regular sample space, we independently calculated the samples of ray segments in the screen 
space without the computation of cell-adjacency information during the massive ray traversal, as shown in Fig. 5. 
The depth-sorted traversal of geometry primitives is also not required because of the CPU-based ray-casting 
strategy used. For parameters of the a near clipping plane (Pnear) and far clipping plane (Pfar) in the perspective 
projection, the linear depth mapping of nonlinear depth (ZnonLinear) obtained with the OpenGL function is 
shown as follows: 

 
Float convertToLinearDepth(float Pfar,  float Pnear, 
float ZnonLinear) {   
return (2 ×Pnear)/( Pfar+Pnear−ZnonLinear × (Pfar −Pnear));} 

 

       
(a) ray sampling is constrained to the surfaces of solid (b) surface-based ray-casting coupling geometry rendering 

Figure. 4  Surface-based ray-casting within a CSG solid 
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To handle the large-sale reactor data sets, we implement the parallel volume ray casting algorithm for 
distributed-memory parallel architectures. An image partitioning strategy is used to evenly assign the ray 
sampling and integral computation to processors. After the partitioning process, each processor has an identical 
image region, with each region representing approximately the same rendering load as the corresponding region 
on every other processor. Each processor can then handle local data independently of other processors and sends 
the geometry data or resulting ray segments to the processor that owns the corresponding image scanline 
depending on the approximate estimation of the communication load. At the end of parallel rendering, the final 
image is generated by collecting partial images from all processors. Additionally, an illumination model is used to 
improve the visual appearance of reactor rendering results. For surface-based volume rendering, the Blinn–Phong 
model [27] is used so that a smoother highlight and a faster speed compared with the Phong model can be achieved. 
The blue translucent result shown in Figure 4(b) illustrates the surface-based volume rendering effect with 
Blinn–Phong shading. 

4.2 Visibility Culling 

The solid geometries that have to be rendered are determined for each frame. For the multiscale geometric 
model of a full-core reactor, visibility culling is applied in the initial step of rasterization. To perform a fast 
calculation and judgment of the visibility of the solid, we use the axis-aligned bounding box (AABB), which is 
constructed in the object space. The faces of an AABB are aligned with the axes of the coordinate system and an 
AABB can therefore fit an object more tightly than a sphere in most cases. The homogeneous transformation 
matrix in the current view is first constructed and applied to all the solid geometries to calculate their bounding 
boxes in the screen space. The visibility of an entity can then be calculated according to the projection volume of 
the bounding box of the entity, as described by Eq. (1).  

 
Visibility = (p_xmax – p_xmin)×(p_ymax – p_ymin) ×(ray_zmax – ray_zmin) (1) 

The projected pixel area of an entity bounding box in the x–y plane is indicated by p_xmax, p_xmin, p_ymax, and 
p_ymin. The parameters ray_zmax and ray_zmin represent the range of coverage of sampling of the bounding box 
of solid i in the viewing direction.  

 

Figure. 5  Ray casting of unstructured meshes in the screen space 
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Figure. 6  The visibilities of solid entities of the Daya Bay reactor model 

 During the rasterization stage in the rendering pipeline, a geometric solid is only considered for construction 
and rendering with mesh data in the physical space if the geometric solid satisfies a user-defined visibility 
criterion; otherwise, this solid entity is abandoned by the pipeline. Additionally, our visibility-culling method can 
produce the effect of view-frustum culling. Figure 6 shows how the multiscale reactor model can make a 
considerable difference to the visibility. On the left of the figure, each particle corresponds to a solid entity for the 
statistical calculation in the Monte Carlo simulation. It is seen that the visibilities of solids span five orders of 
magnitude in the model, and the control rods and fuel rods have the lowest visibility. We can then optionally 
render components of interest, such as the reactor core that consists of fine fuel rods and control rods, in the 
virtual reactor using visibility culling across the entire range of solid visibilities. 

4.3 Run-time LOD Computation 

To accelerate the ray traversal process further, we employed LOD processing for effective rendering of the 
multiscale models without loss of rendering quality. In contrast to the general LOD computation method, we do 
not need to generate individual mesh data for each LOD prior to the rendering pipeline. Because of the 
characteristic of high repeatability of the reactor model, we can perform the runtime mesh generation at any 
coarser resolution with a limited number of standard components. In other words, the actual coarse meshes are 
only generated according to the standard components in the models. Hence, the remaining mesh data of 
large-scale solid components can be effectively constructed at runtime at a coarse level using the corresponding 
standard components.  

 Compared with the previous method of LOD computation, our runtime LOD computation strategy is more 
flexible because it dose not consume additional CPU time or involve additional memory overheads. During 
volume ray casting, the simplified solid mesh can effectively reduce the number of ray sampling steps. Driven by 
the statistical information gathered in the current view (i.e., the so-called solid visibility in Section 4.2), 
appropriate mesh representations of solids at selected resolutions can be created automatically. Once the initial or 
finest resolution level has been loaded in the rendering pipeline, the coarse mesh can be computed through the 
mesh simplification [28] at runtime. The quadric-based mesh simplification algorithm we used can provide 
continuous simplified meshes while maintaining good mesh quality (as shown in Fig. 7), which is suited to the 
LOD display of complex reactor models. 
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(a) 7862 triangles        (b) 3000 triangles         (c) 1000 triangles        (d) 500 triangles 

Figure. 7  Simplification results at different levels for a CSG solid 

5. Results And Discussion 

Visualization tests of the virtual reactor were performed on a Core2 desktop computer with four processor 
cores, 4 GB of RAM, and a single node of Inspur’s high-performance server system [29] with 24 cores and 60 GB 
of RAM. All test images were rendered in parallel by multi-core CPUs at 1024 × 1024-pixel resolution. For the 
evaluation, we applied our visualization method to full-core simulation data of China’s Daya Bay nuclear power 
station, as shown in Fig. 1. This pin-by-pin model of the pressurized water reactor consists of 157 assemblies in 
total. Each assembly is subdivided into 17 × 17 pins with 264 fuel rods surrounding 25 control rods. Each 
assembly is subdivided into 16 segments in the axial direction, and each rod contains two layers radially. The 
entire CSG solid of this reactor core model comprises 757,839 units. However, only 24 standard solid components 
are needed to construct the geometric model of the global reactor in our rendering pipeline. 

 For the first time, the efficient visualization method allows China’s nuclear reactor physicists to gain intuitive 
insight into the working of a full-core high-resolution virtual reactor, as shown in Fig. 8. The rendering result 

 
Figure. 8  High-quality visualization of the core of a high-resolution virtual pressurized water reactor showing the spatial distribution of the 
internal energy deposition by neutrons. The visualization provides scientists with a comprehensive view of processes occurring within a 

reactor in which the reactor core volume can be partitioned into nearly one million small computational solid elements. 
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indicates that our multiscale-driven rendering methods are capable of displaying sub-centimeter phenomena 
through a global reactor core. The orange translucent radial stripes above the cross section of the reactor core 
illustrate the spatial distribution of energy deposition by neutrons, and were rendered with our volume ray-casting 
method with lighting enabled. The neutron energy deposition in media is important in applications of nuclear 
engineering and technology, and this physical quantity is widely applied in studies on nuclear heating and 
radiation effects. This high-quality image clearly shows the complex physical phenomena that occur in the fuel 
rods, whose diameters range from 0.1 to 1.2 cm. The control rods in the reactor core are also shown as clusters of 
white rods in Fig. 8 

The rendered image shown in Fig. 9 reflects the power distribution within a critical reactor. Half of the reactor 
model near the view point is rendered by the volume ray casting method with lighting proposed in this paper. The 
red spherical area inside the reactor indicates that high fusion power is generated in the central area within the 
core. Power is one of the most important parameters used to evaluate the status of a reactor. The power 
distribution within a reactor is obtained from a simulation of the neutron flux. To have complete control over a 
reactor, one must know the neutron flux at every point within the core. This knowledge is fundamentally 
important for determining the amount of power the core is generating, assessing the consumption of the nuclear 
fuel, and estimating the consequent lifetime of a particular core configuration. 

The results presented in Figs. 8 and 9 were obtained by coupling two rendering methods: geometric and 
volume rendering. Geometric rendering is used to reflect the complex structures of the reactor while volume 
rendering is used to display the simulation results. Without high-quality volume rendering, the complex physical 
phenomena could be visualized only through cross sections of the core. The volume rendering approach provides 

 

 
Figure. 9  Volume rendering of the power distribution coupling the 

complex geometric structures of the reactor core Figure. 10  Full-core reactor structure with pin-by-pin details 
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domain scientists with a more intuitive view and analysis of the reactor dynamics. The results of the volume 
rendering of the full-core Daya Bay reactor structure (Fig. 10), incorporating pin-by-pin details of the fuel rods, 
indicate that our high-quality volume rendering clearly defines the multiscale internal components of the reactor 
model. This model consists of 757,839 solid geometries, which can be converted to 2.3 billion tetrahedral mesh 
data. However, because of memory- and time-consuming CPU ray-casting algorithms, traditional volume 
rendering can barely handle such a large-scale simulation dataset in the resource-limited computing environment 
of common user, i.e., a low-end desktop computer or computing nodes with limited cores and memory. 

Figure 11 illustrates the global rendering result of the high-resolution virtual pressurized water reactor based 
on the Daya Bay nuclear power station model with respect to the close-up view shown in Fig. 8. The blue 
cylindrical area in the figure is the part of the reactor core structure that is surrounded by the multilayer concrete 
walls and shielding layers, which are all rendered using the geometric rendering method. The spatial distribution 
of the internal energy deposition by neutrons is rendered with an orange colour using volume ray casting proposed 
in this paper. Observation shows that, similar to the distribution of the neutron flux, the high-energy deposition 
area of the neutrons is located at the center of the reactor core. The zoomed areas displayed on the right-hand side 

 
Figure. 11  Global visualization of a high-resolution virtual pressurized water reactor in the Daya Bay nuclear power station 
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of the figure provide clearer pictures of the fine fuel rod structures with the physical values that were employed in 
the volume and geometric rendering. 

Table 2 compares the scalabilities between the different CSG data visualization methods previously mentioned. 
The traditional mesh-based CPU ray-casting method (MRC) can only handle 4000 CSG solid entities within the 
reactor model on a desktop computer. SRC refers to the standard CPU ray-casting method using our new 
rendering pipeline. Opt-RC denotes our surface-based CPU ray-casting method. Table 2 shows that our method 
can be extended to process 40,000 solids on a desktop computer. When processing 4000 entities using our method, 
the rendering speed increases by a factor 16.5 and memory consumption is reduced by 71%. When using the 
24-core single node of Inspur, our surface-based method can fully process the 757,839 solids of the Daya Bay 
reactor model. By contrast, the MRC method can process only 50,000 units, and it requires at least 360 CPU cores 
to handle the entire dataset of the global reactor. When processing 50,000 solids using the Opt-RC method, the 
parallel volume rendering speed is six times that of the MRC method, and its memory use can be reduced by 90% 
(Table 3). 

 MRC SRC Opt-RC Scalability 

PC   4000  10000     40000 10 

Inspur 50000 100000    750000 15 

 

 MRC SRC Opt-RC Speedup 

Time (s) 183 169 31 5.9 

Memory (GB) 23.34 7.84 2.23 Memory saved 90% 

 

 Visibility Culling Opt-RC LOD & Opt-RC 

Mesh 
2.3×109 

tetrahedrons 

4.6×108 

triangles 

8,168,966 

Triangles 

Rendering (s)       680 377 101 

 
The meaning of scalability used here is the capability of the visualization method to handle a growing amount 

of data. We use scalability to evaluate the scalable processing of large-scale reactor data sets for different 
visualization methods when using the same computing resources. The scalability given in Table 2 reflects the 
properties of the fully optimized Opt-RC method relative to those of the original MRC method.  The much 
higher scalability for the Opt-RC method than for the SRC method shows the multiscale-driven rendering 
framework proposed in this paper is essential to the efficient visualization of a high-resolution virtual reactor. 

Table 2.  Scalability comparison of different visualization method 

Table 3.  Performance comparison of different methods when rendering 50,000 solids within the reactor model 

Table 4.  Results comparison of different ray-casting methods when rendering the whole reactor dataset 
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Table 4 shows the effect of mesh reduction when using the different ray-casting methods mentioned 
previously. The term “mesh” represents the mesh unit number that different algorithms have to process while 
rendering all 757,839 solid entities in the Daya Bay reactor dataset. Compared with the standard CPU ray-casting 
algorithm with visibility culling, the number of mesh units can be reduced by a factor of 5.2 when using the 
Opt-RC method. When coupling the LOD method with the surface-based method, the mesh units can be reduced 
by a factor of 293. This implies that we can overcome memory limitations and costly volume rendering 
simultaneously. The second row of Table 4 presents results of a performance test when rendering the global 
virtual reactor of the Daya Bay model on a single node of the Inspur computer. Without applying visibility culling, 
the standard volume ray-casting method cannot handle the global reactor dataset with only the single node. 
However, our multiscale rendering framework can successfully render the reactor dataset with an appreciable 
increase (by 6.7 times) in rendering performance. 

Domain experts in reactor physics of China have used our visualization software integrated with the rendering 
method proposed in this paper to verify, analyse and evaluate results of simulations. The high quality visualization 
capability of the global virtual reactor allows domain experts to learn about the high-resolution distribution and 
evolution of core physics processes around complex engineering structures. The physical distribution and the 
movement of evolutions are important to the evaluation of the status of a reactor. The evaluated results can be 
used to guide the development of nuclear materials that fill in nuclear fuels or the design and improvement of a 
reactor core during the practical research on a virtual reactor. 

6. Conclusions 

We presented an efficient visualization framework for the pin-by-pin simulation of a full-core nuclear reactor 
dataset. Our work showed that the efficient and high-quality visualization of large-scale reactor simulation data is 
possible in the resource-limited computing environments of common users. Coupling the solid-model-oriented 
rendering pipeline with a multiscale rendering framework, time and memory limitations can be minimized. The 
introduction of surface-based ray-casting algorithms allows the ray traversal process to be accelerated by greatly 
reducing the number of cells used for ray–cell intersections. Despite reactors being complex multiphysical 
systems, efficient and high-quality visualization capabilities can help domain scientists make visual assessments 
with high accuracy and maintain reactors in an entirely new way. 
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